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Section Eleven
Preserving Access

W

e used to have a "preservation problem." It appeared that at best the world
of scholarship would be left with diminished resources that were ever less
accessible. Now that is not so clear. The need to preserve materials is one of the
elements fostering wide-ranging change in libraries. Those changes may result in
more than a lessening of the deleterious consequences of poor paper. Those changes,
if we embrace them, may result in libraries that provide enhanced access. Below
are several aspects of that future that we foresee.
I I. I-HEIGHTENED

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ACCESS

Bibliographic access, the set of procedures or concepts within librarianship that
enables one to locate the sources of information, relates intimately to preservation, and does so in several ways. First, shared cataloging records show what has
been filmed already so as to avoid duplication of effort. It is now generally accepted, here and elsewhere, that such records should be made, and Harvard Library
policy is to require cataloging records, when the library films and as well when
Harvard participates in commercial microform publishing projects. It is also generally accepted that records for the individual items in a comprehensive project
should be in HOLLIS.
Less general agreement exists on the issue of cataloging standards. In the past,
catalogers tended to give only minimal description to microfilmed materials, a practice that might have been satisfactory when the original item-and
its catalog
record-still
existed. As it becomes ever more likely that the original no longer
exists, the researcher must increasingly rely on the microfilm and the bibliographic
record for it. "Intellectual" access as opposed to "location" access becomes ever
more important, which means that multiple access points are desirable, just as they
are for originals. Especially is this the case in this era of national databases when
preservation projects are carried out for the universe of scholars and not just for a
local collection. In libraries all over the world the same items are self-destructing,
and often there will not even be a microfilm copy of the original. In order to reduce
these barriers to access, we need to increase what might be called out-of-sequence
access, such as a classification number that shows where the original would have
stood on the shelves, or where other items would fit in, regardless of their size,
format (film, audio-cassette, manuscript) or value (rare books, special collections,
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stacks); we also need to provide sufficient detail that the cataloging will reveal what
may be a useful substitute.
Fuller records cost money, but at least to some extent those costs will be offset
by reductions in the cost of calling for unneeded material. Experience is insufficient
to determine the degree of offsetting savings, but it is clear that the failure to produce adequate records, while it may initially save the funds oflibraries, will add to
the costs for scholars-costs that will be borne again and again.
I I .2-PREPARING

TABLES OF CONTENTS

OF PERIODICALS

Storage or filming of periodicals would become an option entailing less loss if the
tables of contents of issues were entered into the computer, with software that
enabled retrieval of specific articles, keyword searching, and browsing among the
tables of contents. The possibility of undertaking a large-scale project to do that is
under consideration in the College Library.
rr.3-READING

RooM

FACILITIES

Libraries now distinguish between rare books, which do not circulate, and stack
books, all of which circulate except for those in certain limited categories, such as
bibliographies and pre-1800 books. Widener has, however, long had an X Cage,
which, despite the name, has largely been used for books in poor condition that
should not circulate. The numbers used to be small; the percentage that should not
circulate grows and grows. It is clear that restricting both circulation and photocopying would prolong the useful life of the collection. To do so, however, would
.
.
1nconven1ence users now.
A reading room, open long hours, would significantly decrease the inconvenience to readers. The books themselves could be stored at the Harvard Depository or in special areas of the stacks to which patrons did not have access. A further
and more general development of this concept would be to establish the reading
room as a shared facility, one in which repositories, with short hours, could make
materials available, under supervision, on evenings and weekends. Users oflibraries
are increasingly finding barriers to their work; such a reading room would counterbalance that, while at the same time would increase the library's options for preservation treatment.
I I .4-PHOTOCOPY

SERVICES

One recommendation of the Task Group is that materials before some date such
as 1946 be non-circulating. Such a measure would actually be harmful to the collections if users were to continue freely to make photocopies of whatever they
wished. Such a policy would, therefore, require staff or supervised photocopying
(as is the practice in many European libraries)-on machines that permit opening
volumes at only a 90 degree angle. The Task Group also recommends detailed
examination of the way a photocopying center would function, in order to insure
that the needs of users are met and that the photocopy center or centers fit fully
into the preservation program. It is possible that a carefully considered photocopy
service would save money for both users and the library.
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A Xerox "Book Saver" machinein the
LittauerLibrary,one of several"edge"
photocopyingmachineson the market,
permitspatrons to photocopymaterials
with narrow inner margins and tight
bindingswithout damagingthem.
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FUNCTIONS

The Harvard Library has two possible stances vis-a-vis material filmed elsewhere.
One is to rely on borrowing and copying on-demand (see 8.1). Another possible
approach is to acquire on microfilm whatever we have that is on brittle paper and
to acquire as well microfilm copies of related material in advance of demand.
Financial pressures are likely to lead to the on-demand approach, but the Task
Group urges that the on-demand approach requires greater reference assistance. In
the current interlibrary loan approach, the library is the passive servant of the scholar
who identifies what is wanted.
We urge that, in the future, the library develop an interactive model in which
highly skilled librarians work with scholars to bring together the appropriate resources at the time they are needed for research or instruction.
I I .6-DOCUMENT

DELIVERY

As more and more material becomes available on-line or in the form of CDROM, and as scanning and facsimile transmission capabilities improve and become
more widespread, it becomes possible to think of there being in place at Harvard
a system of document delivery that will result in users having the relevant materials delivered to their offices. Not everyone will be delighted at the thought of not
having to go and root around in the stacks, but the prospect exists of heightened
access, independent of the location of the original.

